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The Plan

1. Review: Dangers of the default
2. How to recognize a misbehaving prior?
3. Introducing our App
4. Using our app as a teacher
5. Next steps



Review: Dangers of the Defaults

1. Relatively larger impact of prior on posterior

2. Wide range of plausible parameter values

3. The idea that default priors are 
non-informative and ‘let the data speak’



Review: Dangers of the Defaults

• Software packages make it very easy to naively switch to the Bayesian 
framework
• For example, Mplus:



How to recognize a misbehaving prior?



How to recognize a misbehaving prior?

• Characteristics of a trace plot when the prior behaves:
1. Shape looks like the hungry caterpillar

after it ate everything

2. Range of values in posterior is relatively
narrow

3. All chains occupy the same parameter
space (high degree of overlap)



How to recognize a misbehaving prior?

• Characteristics of a trace plot when the prior misbehaves:
1. Shape includes spikes

2. Range of values in posterior is relatively
wide

3. Chains do not seem to have a high degree
of overlap



How to recognize a misbehaving prior?

• Characteristics of a trace plot when the prior misbehaves:
1. Shape includes spikes

2. Range of values in posterior is relatively
wide

3. Chains do not seem to have a high degree
of overlap



Introducing our App

• Why create an App?
• To provide supporting illustration for Smid, Depaoli, & Van de Schoot (in 

press)
• Create an educational tool that can be used by anyone to learn more about 

Bayesian statistics and priors
• Create a worksheet that can be used by teachers who teach their students 

about responsible use of the Bayesian framework

• We thought it might be fun to do?



Introducing our App

• Decisions we needed to make
• Which defaults
• What model
• Which sample sizes
• Which alternative priors



Introducing our App

• Which defaults do we use?
• Mplus default priors

• Why?
• Popular software package for user friendly estimation through Bayesian 

framework
• Makes it extremely easy to be a naïve user of Bayes



Introducing our App

• Challenges with these defaults

• Some Mplus default priors are impossible to visualize
• Default prior for the latent variable covariance matrix: IW(0, -p – 1)
• Default prior for residual variances: IG(-1, 0)



Introducing our App

• Challenges with these defaults

• We based our visualization on info from Asparouhov & Muthén 
(2010)
• For IW: “This prior is essentially the uniform prior on (−∞,∞) for all Σ 

parameters.” (p. 35)
• For IG: “The default non-informative prior in Mplus is IG(−1, 0) which has 

constant density of 1 on the interval (−∞,∞).” (p. 35)



Introducing our App

• The Model
• Latent Growth Model with a

distal outcome
• Four time points
• Intercept and linear slope



Introducing our App

• Which sample sizes?
• N = 26 (very small)
• N = 52 (small)
• N = 325 (large)

• Why?
• Taken from Smid, Depaoli, & Van de Schoot (in press) conditions
• Based on formula n = da, where a is number of unknown parameters (13) and 

d is a constant > 2 that quantifies how large the sample should be (Lee & 
Song, 2004)



Introducing our App

• Which alternative priors?

• We added two additional prior specifications
1. Partial informative: includes informative priors for the estimated means (I, 

S, D) and regression coefficients
2. Informative: includes the above, in addition to an alternative prior 

specification for the latent variable covariance matrix using a so-called 
“Separation prior” (Liu, Zhang and Grimm (2016))



Introducing our App

You’ve waited long enough!
• https://utrecht-university.shinyapps.io/impact_of_prior_distributions/

• Or download and run locally: https://osf.io/m6byv/

https://utrecht-university.shinyapps.io/impact_of_prior_distributions/
https://osf.io/m6byv/


Introducing our App

You’ve waited long enough!
• https://utrecht-university.shinyapps.io/impact_of_prior_distributions/
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https://utrecht-university.shinyapps.io/impact_of_prior_distributions/
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Using Our App as a Teacher

• Download the worksheet and answer key from the App

• Let students work in groups so they can explore more sample x prior 
combinations

• Students can exports all plots and tables they create and write up a 
report.



Using Our App as a Teacher

• Download the worksheet and answer key from the App

• Let students work in groups so they can explore more sample x prior 
combinations

• Students can exports all plots and tables they create



Next Steps

• This App is very much a work-in-progress
• We are not web developers!
• Let us know what you’d like to see!

• Limitations:
• Results currently based on one pre-run (in Mplus) replication of sample x 

prior combination
• We only look at one software package’s default priors
• Only one type of model is included



Next Steps

• This App is very much a work-in-progress
• We are not web developers!
• Let us know what you’d like to see!

• Our wish list:
• Look at impact of default priors in Blavaan
• Run samplers ”live” in App

• This opens up the possibility of users specifying their own priors and selecting more 
finetuned sample sizes

• Include more visuals (e.g., autocorrelation plots, posterior histograms)
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